Barrhaven
Talks

We are this city.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Over two evenings in November, a number of residents from across Barrhaven, Ontario
came together for Civics Talks - a process developed by Synapcity to help people understand
the power of coming together, discover a shared connection to place, and inspire people
to take action to make their neighbourhoods even better. This kind of dialogue is meant to
promote CityMaking, empowering people to look at community issues together and form
different perspectives. Barrhaven Talks was delivered in partnership with the South Nepean
Community Health Centre.
During the two facilitated sessions, participants got to know and learn from each other, and
share their various experiences of how they live in their neighbourhoods and community.
They talked about what they value most about Barrhaven and developed a shared vision of
what they would like their community to look like in the next 20 years. They explored some
of the challenges to achieving that vision, and identified ways to address these barriers and
take actions to create positive change.
Participants value the small town feel of Barrhaven. They recognize that their community
is the fastest growing in Ottawa, with people coming from all over Canada and the world. It
also has the most families with children.
They want to keep the small town feel while seeing their community continue to thrive
economically, socially and culturally. Improved accessible transportation, more indoor and
outdoor public spaces and more channels for news of local events would help to encourage
people to participate in local activities. Designing events for an increasingly diverse
population would make it more comfortable for more people to come together and make
new connections.
Participants noted that a sense of responsibility and commitment is key to creating a deeper
sense of community cohesion. They determined to stay connected and plan to meet on a
regular basis to maintain momentum.

CONTEXT
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BARRHAVEN IS GROWING

B A R R H AV E N TA L K S

Two Barrhaven and Gloucester-South Nepean neighbourhoods
are part of an area that is the “fastest growing neighbourhood in
Ottawa and the most populous.”1

Residents attended from three neighbourhoods: Barrhaven,
Stonebridge - Halfmoon Bay - Heart’s Desire and Chapman MillsRideau Crest - Davidson Heights.

With this population growth, it is extremely likely that, just like
the participant cohort, residents will be much more mobile, not
necessarily planning to live in the neighbourhood for a long time.

Thirteen residents participated in the first session of Barrhaven Talks and of those thirteen, five were unable to attend the
second session due to other commitments. Amongst the cohort,
three participants had previously taken Synapcity’s Civics Boot
Camp.

Access to transportation and more public squares will encourage
residents to stay in the neighbourhood and to invest in the area’s
social, cultural and economic sectors.
B A R R H AV E N I S D I V E R S E

New residents are coming from all over the city, the province,
the country and the world to settle in this part of Ottawa. This
ethnocultural diversity provides a rich backdrop to CityMaking
in Barrhaven.

The two sessions were held in the Loblaws Cooking School on
Greenbank. Synapcity hosts a third-party neutral space where
residents can express themselves freely, without additional pressure from various stakeholders. A neutral space also welcomes
residents who may not think that they are civically engaged, so
do not attend an event about civic literacy. Finding spaces that
aren’t conventionally associated with these types of community
conversations can help bring diverse perspectives on the neighbourhoods and communities.

1
Cote, Paul. Watch Ottawa, Gatineau suburbs grow in these 7 stunning Google time-lapses. CBC, 09 Feb. 2017, http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/multimedia/watch-ottawa-gatineau-suburbs-grow-inthese-7-stunning-google-time-lapses-1.3961749. Accessed 21 Feb. 2018.

ME THODOLOGY

T W O - PA R T W O R K S H O P

Barrhaven Talks was delivered in a two-part workshop to cover all the material provided.
The workshop was held in the evening to accommodate residents that work in the weekday.
The first part comprised an exploration of shared and divergent values. This was done to
create connections and reveal the socio-cultural diversity amongst participants. Personal barriers to CityMaking were then highlighted. These two activities aimed to ground a
visioning exercise in the current reality. Everyone imagined what else would make their
neighbourhood an even better place to live. This formed the basis of a conversation led by
Synapcity on what would be needed to bring about such a change.
In the second session, Synapcity curated an activity building on the skills of participants
and the ideas identified in session 1.
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FINDINGS
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What do participants value about Barrhaven?
Participants value the small town feel of Barrhaven. Their community is the fastest growing
in Ottawa, and they appreciate how it is becoming increasingly diverse.
Barrhaven is the area with the most families with children in the City of Ottawa. Participants
recognize that the built-environment caters primarily to those young families evidenced by
all the parks and playgrounds, which have play structures and facilities for use by children
and youth.

B A R R H AV E N ’S F U T U R E

Barrhaven will have a small town feel, a diverse, inclusive and compassionate community, with unique main streets, local artisanal shops, and strong community ties. Everyone
agrees that they want to see their neighbourhood thrive- economically, socially and culturally. The Knight Foundation’s Soul of the Community Report found that what drives people’s
attachment to their community and place is their perception of aesthetics, social offerings,
and openness of a place2. These factors were also at the forefront of this discussion.

2

Knight Foundation. Soul of the Community Report, 2010. https://knightfoundation.org/sotc/overall-findings/. Accessed 26 Feb 2018.

BARRIERS TO CITYMAKING
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The CityMaking barriers identified can be categorized into two
main themes: social and physical.
SOCIAL BARRIERS

Newcomers who have recently arrived in Canada can have difficulty integrating into their neighbourhood because of culture
and language. Upon arrival, language barriers can lead to a sense
of emotional isolation.

PHYSICAL BARRIERS

There is a sense that there are no informal or free indoor and
outdoor places to gather. Transportation infrastructure is designed for ~70% of residents that use a car, truck or van as their
mode of transportation to the workplace.4 A key point is that
many residents use public transit, bicycles or walk to get around,
Particularly relevant in Barrhaven, barriers to participation are but they feel that there is a lack of infrastructure to help them
often due to family responsibility. The number of couples in Bar- get around to places to gather.
rhaven with children is over 10% higher than the average in the
City of Ottawa.3 This led to a discussion on the definition of fam- Communication is fundamental to CityMaking. Unless already
ily. Participants discussed different concepts of what a typical heavily involved in the neighbourhood, local news is overshadfamily does, and that there is a certain stereotype of what a fam- owed by what is going on downtown. This makes it difficult for
ily is.
people to find opportunities to get involved, volunteer, and go to
events.
It appears that those who grew up in Barrhaven and lived there
for a long time have strong community connections with one another. Though this is an asset to social cohesion, it can make it
more for difficult newcomers to the area to feel part of the community. There is an assumption that the “whole community” is
present, while many are in fact left out of important events.
Finally, there was a clear indication that time and energy is a barrier to City-Making.

3
4

Ottawa Neighbourhood Study. https://www.neighbourhoodstudy.ca/barrhaven/. Accessed 21 Feb. 2018.
ibid.

IDEAS

A first step to creating a small-town feel is
promoting local businesses.
•

This encourages residents to work where they live, to
invest in their neighbourhood, and to develop a unique
culture in their community. However, people understand
local businesses differently. For some, local means local
ownership. Barrhaven has many locally owned franchises already. However, some see that a small-town feel can
only happen with local businesses that are unique to Barrhaven. The business community has an opportunity to
encourage different types of businesses that make up the
Barrhaven local economy.

•

Participants imagine play spaces for people of all ages
(kids to seniors), especially focusing on people that do not
have young families. As the population grows and gets
older, play spaces will need to adapt.
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IDEAS
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V O L U N T E E R FA I R

Participants acknowledged that there are many local organizations working in Barrhaven. Many of these are looking for new
volunteers in the community. However, as was mentioned above,
there are communication barriers that need to be overcome.
Many residents, including some participants, haven’t yet heard
about these organizations.
To bring local community together, participants explored the
idea of organizing a volunteer fair. According to some participants, this has been done in the past - however, there is an opportunity to engage a new cohort if the fair is designed in an
innovative way. Instead of focusing on volunteering, community
organizations could co-create an arts and culture festival with
food (particularly food trucks), which would attract new people.
These organizations would have booths where people can learn
more about the important work they are doing in the community
and find ways to get involved.
5
6

T H E S A N TA C L A U S PA R A D E

Our second session took place on November 16th, 2017, which
was two days from the Santa Claus parade.5 The Santa Claus is an
example of residents coming together in Barrhaven. Participants
thought of ways to make it even more engaging.
Parades remind us that streets are public places.6 Since there is
a feeling that outdoor public places are lacking in Barrhaven, the
Santa Claus parade is an opportunity to bring people together.
To make it even more engaging, food trucks, holiday markets,
and performance arts could all be ways to bring together residents that may not necessarily come to the Santa Claus parade,
especially those without young families.

Santa Claus Barrhaven. http://santaclausbarrhaven.com/parade-day-information/. Accessed 21 Feb. 2018.
Streets as Places Toolkit. Project for Public Spaces, 15 Sep. 2015, https://www.pps.org/article/streets-as-places. Accessed 21 Feb. 2018.

O B S E R V AT I O N S

We observed that stories shared at Barrhaven Talks seem to
trend in two different ways. Stories from people who have made
Barrhaven their home, and others who see it as a transition.
Those who have made Barrhaven their home are very aware of
what is happening in the community. They are connected to the
City Councillor, to the BIAs, Community Associations, and other
important community groups. They are the ones that are organizing local events and initiatives and form a strong community.
There are still others who live in Barrhaven but don’t imagine
themselves living there for the rest of their lives.
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There is a deeper sense of isolation in the neighbourhood and
ward for some locals, with many going downtown for events.
Even if these residents are civically engaged, they are engaged
across the City but not in Barrhaven specifically.

In absence of a downtown centre, how do we make
it easy for people to connect to Barrhaven in a
short amount of time?
COMMITMENTS TO AC TION

A commitment to engage locally was made by residents during
the Barrhaven Talks. Both groups of residents will be staying connected with intention to go to each other’s events and activities.

ABOUT SYNAPCITY
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Synapcity connects people and institutions to learn, connect and act for a better city.
We bring people together to share ideas, understand new perspectives and collaborative on initiatives to improve our city, without
political agenda or bias.
We provide the knowledge and tools to help people understand our city and gain confidence to make positive change. We give people a sense of belonging and empowerment to co-create so that we can preserve and strengthen what makes Ottawa great. Social
connection makes our brain better. We make this happen through community engagement. We gather positively passionate people,
who would never otherwise meet, and help them contribute to our city’s accumulated intelligence.
We as people, organizations, and governments come together to create stronger local communities of place and people. Synapcity
runs programs that empower people to make a difference, and make real projects by connecting CityMakers in Ottawa.
We successfully facilitate civic engagement for diverse groups, key stakeholders, and organisations. Together, they design and implement solutions. We call this Participatory CityMaking: active involvement that creates sustainable results.
All Synapcity participants make up a City-wide community of Alumni. We engage online and offline to discuss local issues and inspire change across the City.

